In investigations ' ~ of the diffusion and mobility of atomic ions in their parent vapor, fairly rapid formation of diatomic molecular ions has been observed. The association reaction is second order with respect to neutral atoms; and can be represented~ for· ·example, by + . ·+ He + He +He·~ He 2 +.He.
By analogy with other recombinations, it is natural to think of this three body process as one in which one member of an unbound ion-atom coll~sion complex collides with the third particle, and thereby loses enough kinetic energy of relative 4 motion to form a bound molecular ion. At least one .estimate of the recombination rate has been made on this basis. However, in cases where an ion collides with a parent __ atom, there is another mechanism for molecule formation, possibly of more ·importance. The recombination rate associated with this mechanism can be estimated readily.
Consider an ion (particle 1) that undergoes a grazing. collision with an .identical neutral, particle 2. At some distance from· both, there is another neutral of arbitr.ary identity, particle 3. Particles 1 and 2 may undergo a resonant charge transfer that leaves particle 2 charged. Because the principal contribution to the charge transfer cross section comes from collisions with relatively large impact para..ueters, in most cases the kinetic energy of particle 2 will be changed only slightly in the charge transfer process. If after the i-.:
charge transfer the mutual potential energy of particles 2 and 3 '.,'· "• -3-is negative and larger in magnitude ~han their relative kinetic energy, the pair is a bound diatomic molecular ion.
Since in the idealized process the velocities of all particl~s are relatively.unaltered, the association can be said to occur by means of a potential energy transfer rather than bY. the more familiar approximation of.an impulsive kinetic energy exchange.
To compute the rate of association by this mechanism, we assume that the final potential between particles 2 and 3 is ' of the ion-induced dipole type. ·Furthermore, we assume this potential does not act until after the charge transfer process is over. This is surely a simplification, for during the resonant charge transfer the charge oscillates between part- (1) where ~ is the reduced mass, g is the relative speed, r is the separation of particles 2 and 3, a is the polarizability of particle 3, and e is the electron charge. Equation (1) allows us to define for each value of g a maximum critical radius rc given by (2) .
If the separation of particles 2 and 3 is less than rc' a .bound molecular ion is formed as a result of the charge transfer.
The third order.association rate· is given by the rate of charge transfer collisions times the chance that the third particle lies within a sphere of radius rc centered on particle 2. The third order rate constant k 1 is accordingly
where kCT is the rate constant for charge transfer collisions, and f(g) is the distribution function for relative speeds, which under the assumptions used here is the Maxwell-Boltzmann function.
It has been assumed that the charge transfer between particles 1 and 2 is of th~ reeonant typ~J but this cannot strictly be true if particles 2 and 3.are close enough· ~o interact. The error introduced by this ·assumption is rather .
small, however. With these limitations in mind; we can evaluate Eq. (3).
We have
There are rather few data with voJhich calculations based on Eq. , ( 4) can be compared. Careful measurements of the three body association rates in pure helium and neon have been made by Beaty and Patterson, 1 and by Phelps and.Brown 6 for helium.
I
Estimates of the rates of reactions that are evidently. to the recombination rate, and that correspondingly, a 11 step ladder 11 mechanism for the dissociation process is important.
Equation (4) shows that the recombination rate constant 1'or the charge transfer mechanism is proportional to T-3 / 4 'times some temperature factor associated with the charge transfer rate constant. The latter involves at least a factor of T 1 / 2 that corresponds to the velocity of relative motion. For relatively high ion energies, the charge ·transfer cross section depends on the logarithm of·the relative velocity, and thus this factor should be rather insensitive to temperature. However, for thermal ions, ~he polarization c6rrection 12 As a guide to future experiments in this area, it should be noted that at high field strengths, the ion velocity will be large,. and association via the kinetic energy transfer mechanism.will be rather improbable, since large amounts of kinetic energy must be transferr.ed in the ion.:..third particle collision. The charge transfer mechanism is most apt to be important in these circumstances, for the resonant charge transfer process replaces a fast ion with a slow ion. Since the charge transfer cross section falls only logarithmically with increasing velocity,. the product of ionvelocity and transfer cross section will remain large even at moderately high .field strengths.
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